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A B S T R A C T

In patients with pharmaco-resistant focal epilepsies investigated with intracranial electroencephalography (iEEG),
direct electrical stimulations of a cortical region induce cortico-cortical evoked potentials (CCEP) in distant ce-
rebral cortex, which properties can be used to infer large scale brain connectivity. In 2013, we proposed a new
probabilistic functional tractography methodology to study human brain connectivity. We have now been
revisiting this method in the F-TRACT project (f-tract.eu) by developing a large multicenter CCEP database of
several thousand stimulation runs performed in several hundred patients, and associated processing tools to create
urosciences, Chemin Fortun�e Ferrini, Bât EJ Safra, La Tronche, 38700, France.
id).
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a probabilistic atlas of human cortico-cortical connections. Here, we wish to present a snapshot of the methods
and data of F-TRACT using a pool of 213 epilepsy patients, all studied by stereo-encephalography with intrace-
rebral depth electrodes. The CCEPs were processed using an automated pipeline with the following consecutive
steps: detection of each stimulation run from stimulation artifacts in raw intracranial EEG (iEEG) files, bad
channels detection with a machine learning approach, model-based stimulation artifact correction, robust aver-
aging over stimulation pulses. Effective connectivity between the stimulated and recording areas is then inferred
from the properties of the first CCEP component, i.e. onset and peak latency, amplitude, duration and integral of
the significant part. Finally, group statistics of CCEP features are implemented for each brain parcel explored by
iEEG electrodes. The localization (coordinates, white/gray matter relative positioning) of electrode contacts were
obtained from imaging data (anatomical MRI or CT scans before and after electrodes implantation). The iEEG
contacts were repositioned in different brain parcellations from the segmentation of patients' anatomical MRI or
from templates in the MNI coordinate system. The F-TRACT database using the first pool of 213 patients provided
connectivity probability values for 95% of possible intrahemispheric and 56% of interhemispheric connections
and CCEP features for 78% of intrahemisheric and 14% of interhemispheric connections. In this report, we show
some examples of anatomo-functional connectivity matrices, and associated directional maps. We also indicate
how CCEP features, especially latencies, are related to spatial distances, and allow estimating the velocity dis-
tribution of neuronal signals at a large scale. Finally, we describe the impact on the estimated connectivity of the
stimulation charge and of the contact localization according to the white or gray matter. The most relevant maps
for the scientific community are available for download on f-tract. eu (David et al., 2017) and will be regularly
updated during the following months with the addition of more data in the F-TRACT database. This will provide
an unprecedented knowledge on the dynamical properties of large fiber tracts in human.
1. Introduction

Anatomical studies of the human brain connections, particularly from
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data (Guevara et al., 2012), have
described the brain as a highly connected network structured around
modules connected by hubs (Hagmann et al., 2007; Sporns et al., 2005).
This structural connectivity partly shapes the functional coupling be-
tween the different neuronal populations (Hagmann et al., 2008), which
can be highlighted by correlating the activity of different brain areas
using non-invasive neuroimaging, such as functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI), electroencephalography (EEG) or magnetoencephalog-
raphy (MEG). By using in silico models of the brain, it is also possible to
predict large scale neural dynamics from underlying anatomical con-
nectivity (Deco et al., 2013). In this type of models, the directionality and
propagation latencies along large fibers have a major impact on the
generated dynamics (Petkoski et al., 2016). These parameters are only
measurable in human through direct electrical stimulations (DES)
applied on the cortex (David et al., 2013; Keller et al., 2014b).

Low frequency stimulations are performed in drug-resistant epileptic
patients, commonly at 1 Hz or below, and called single-pulse electrical
stimulations (SPES), with the brain signals go back to their baseline after
each pulse (Valentín et al., 2002). The electrical stimulation is believed to
depolarize a neuronal population around the stimulation site, which will
transmit signals along cortico-cortical fibers and depolarize at distance
several populations of neurons in other cortical areas (Keller et al.,
2014b). This is a way to elicit signals resembling physiological propa-
gation at the cortex level. The responses to a DES, recorded with cortical
grids (electrocorticography, ECoG) or intracerebral depth electrodes
(stereo-electroencephalography, SEEG), and averaged over a set of pul-
ses, are called the cortico-cortical evoked potentials (CCEP). This
single-pulse methodology has been used in a clinical routine in some
epilepsy patients to infer epileptogenic areas (Kahane et al., 1993), to
perform functional mapping of various networks, for instance language
(Conner et al., 2011; Enatsu et al., 2013a; Koubeissi et al., 2012; Mat-
sumoto et al., 2004) and motricity (Enatsu et al., 2013b; Kikuchi et al.,
2012; Matsumoto et al., 2007), and to study intra- or inter-hemispheric
connectivity within or between brain lobes (Catenoix et al., 2005;
David et al., 2013; Krieg et al., 2017; Lacruz et al., 2007).

Connectivity studies from iEEG often suffer from a small spatial
sampling available in a single patient, number and coverage of recording
electrodes are limited and mainly focused on the epileptic network of
interest. In addition, the connectivity estimated from CCEP depends on
the stimulation parameters (Donos et al., 2016b), which largely differ
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between clinical epilepsy centers: for instance, current intensity between
0.5 and 4mA is used for SEEG, and between 8 and 15mA for ECoG, with
pulse duration ranging from 1 to 3ms and pulse shape can be biphasic or
monophasic. A multicenter database in a large number of patients should
help avoiding these two limitations when inferring the dynamical
properties of a large number of possible cortico-cortical connections. So
far, CCEP studies are limited regarding these two points as they involved
only 1 or 2 centers and described small series of patients from 5 to 25
patients (Boido et al., 2014; Conner et al., 2011; Donos et al., 2016a; Entz
et al., 2014; Keller et al., 2014a; Krieg et al., 2017; Matsumoto et al.,
2007). Following our initial study aiming at going beyond these limita-
tions with a probabilistic approach developed with a small dataset of 35
patients (David et al., 2013), we started a multicenter project (F-TRACT,
f-tract. eu) aiming at developing a large CCEP database for describing the
spatial-temporal properties of cortico-cortical connections at an unprec-
edented precision in humans.

The aim of this report is to present a snapshot of the methods and data
of the F-TRACT project with an extended pool of 213 patients. The CCEPs
were processed using an automated pipeline, and supervised at the end to
control the data quality. We implemented group statistics of CCEP fea-
tures for each brain parcel explored by iEEG electrodes. The most rele-
vant maps for the scientific community are available for download on f-
tract. eu (David et al., 2017) and will be regularly updated during the
following months with the addition of more data in the F-TRACT
database.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Data acquisition

The F-TRACT project follows ethical guidelines for conducting in-
ternational multicenter post-processing of clinical data as defined by the
International Review Board at INSERM (protocol number: INSERM IRB
14–140). The F-TRACT database nowadays contain data coming from
792 SEEG explorations explored in 25 epilepsy centers (Paris La Piti�e-
Salpêtri�ere Hospital, Rennes University Hospital, Brno Epilepsy Center,
Montreal Neurological Institute, Lyon Neurological Hospital, Marseille
La Timone Hospital, Yuquan Hospital Epilepsy Center, Canton Sanjiu
Brain Hospital Epilepsy Center, Paris Necker Hospital, Helsinki Hospital
for Children and Adolescents, Paris Saint-Anne Hospital, Lille University
Medical Center, Strasbourg University Hospital, Toulouse University
Hospital, Barcelona Hospital del Mar, Bucharest University Emergency
Hospital, Milan Niguarda Hospital, Nancy University Hospital, Paris
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Rothschild Foundation, Valencia La Fe University Hospital Valencia,
Rome Bambino Gesù Children's Hospital, London King's College Hospital,
Freiburg Medical Center, Paris Bicêtre Hospital).

For this report, we used data from a subgroup of 217 SEEG evalua-
tions performed in 213 epilepsy patients (108 females, 105 males; age at
evaluation from 2 to 58 years old – mean age 22� 14) acquired in four
centers (Grenoble University Hospital, Paris Rothschild Foundation,
Nancy University Hospital, and Lyon Neurological Hospital). The seizure
onset zone was clinically estimated in temporal lobe (left: n¼ 59; right:
n¼ 45), frontal lobe (left: n¼ 36; right: n¼ 32), central region (left:
n¼ 6; right n¼ 12), parietal lobe (left: n¼ 12; right: n¼ 17), occipital
lobe (left: n¼ 13; right: n¼ 5) and insular cortex (left: n¼ 16; right:
n¼ 22), with multilobar spread in 56 cases. The localization of the
seizure onset zone was not explicitly modelled in this study (see Dis-
cussion). The patients gave their consent to undergo invasive recordings
and low frequency stimulation as part of a pre-surgical evaluation of their
drug-resistant epilepsy. In Grenoble, runs of 40 stimulations were per-
formed at 1 Hz between two contiguous contacts in the gray matter, and
sometimes in the white matter, using monophasic 1ms duration pulses at
3 mA. Signals were acquired at 512Hz or 1024Hz (for more details about
the standard clinical procedure, see (David et al., 2013)). The procedure
was similar for the other centers, but biphasic pulses were used at
Rothschild Foundation and in Nancy, and the stimulation intensity
ranged from 1 to 4mA.

2.2. Neuroanatomy

For each patient, a preoperative anatomical MRI (T1 contrast) and an
image with SEEG electrodes (T1 MRI or CT scan) were obtained in order
to position SEEG electrodes. The average number of recording bipolar
contacts per patient was 149� 31. The electrode contacts were localized
and anatomically labeled using the IntrAnat Electrodes software (Deman
et al., 2018) compatible with the BrainVisa software (Rivi�ere et al.,
2009). Briefly, the volumetric images acquired before (pre, 3D T1 MRI)
and after (post, 3D T1 MRI, T2 MRI or CT) the electrodes implantation
were co-registered using a rigid-body transformation computed either by
ANTs (Avants et al., 2011) or SPM12 (Ashburner, 2009) software. The
gray and white matter volumes were segmented from the
pre-implantation MRI using Morphologist as included in BrainVisa
(http://brainvisa.info). The electrode contact positions were computed
in the native and MNI referentials using the spatial normalization of
SPM12 software. For each patient, cortical parcels were obtained for
different anatomical atlases defined either in the MRI native space
(MarsAtlas (Auzias et al., 2016)) or in the MNI space (Brodmann (1909),
Automated Anatomical Labeling AAL (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) and
MaxProbMap (Hammers et al., 2003)). Each electrode contact was
Fig. 1. Description of the features on a z-CCEP: onset and peak latencies, component
the figure but the features were computed over its absolute value.
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assigned to the gray or white matter and to specific anatomical parcels by
taking the most frequent voxel label in a sphere of 3mm radius around
each contact center. In this study, we mainly describe results obtained
with the MarsAtlas parcellation scheme, a surface-based method using
the identification of sulci and a set of 41 regions of interest per
hemisphere.

2.3. SEEG preprocessing

The SEEG signals were preprocessed automatically using a pipeline
composed of the following steps, supervised at the end for data quality
check: detection of each stimulation run from stimulation artifacts in raw
iEEG files (i.e. a set a pulses consecutively applied between the same pair
of contacts), bad channels detection with a machine learning approach
(Tuyisenge et al., 2018), and stimulation artifact correction with a
model-based method (Trebaul et al., 2016). Briefly, the stimulation ar-
tifacts were detected from fast transients in signals and adequate tem-
plate matching between events to avoid the selection of
stimulation-unrelated events. The detection of bad channels was based
on a supervised machine-learning model trained on a learning database
with channels already classified by experts and using a set of features
quantifying the signal variance, spatio-temporal correlation and
non-linear properties. The stimulation artifacts were removed on
single-trials using a template matching method based on an electrical
model of the electrical/tissue interface stable across stimulation and
recording parameters (Trebaul et al., 2016), allowing us to consider the
first milliseconds after stimulation for the CCEP analysis. At the end of
the pre-processing, the SEEG signals were re-referenced with a local bi-
polar montage between adjacent contacts of the same electrode to in-
crease the spatial specificity of the effects and the re-referenced signals
were band-pass filtered between 1 and 45 Hz to best identify the CCEP
components.

2.4. CCEP processing

CCEP were obtained using a robust-averaging method aiming at
removing any possible spurious component due to non-stimulation trig-
gered events, such as interictal epileptic spikes. Responses over pulses
were averaged together, but excluding the trials showing a response
energy 3 times higher than the median response energy over the whole
stimulation run (David et al., 2013). After averaging, the CCEP on each
channel was baseline-corrected, considering the baseline as the [�200
-10] ms interval before the pulse, and z-scored with respect to the same
baseline. Z-scoring quantifies the signal-to-noise ratio on each channel,
thereby allowing easy intra- and inter-patient statistics.

The absolute value of the z-scored CCEP (z-CCEP) was used to identify
duration, peak amplitude and component integral. The raw z-CCEP is shown on

http://brainvisa.info
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the first significant component which was characterized by the following
features (Fig. 1):

- Onset latency: latency of the first sample with an amplitude exceeding
the significance threshold (e.g. 5 z);

- Peak latency: latency of the first peak above the significance threshold;
- Duration: first time window with consecutive samples exceeding the
significance threshold. If the signal amplitude went down this
threshold but stayed above a minimal threshold (z¼ 4) for less than
5ms, this signal part was still considered as significant;

- Integral: signal integral computed over of the first significant time
window;

- Amplitude: amplitude of the first peak above the significance
threshold.

These features extract dynamical properties (onset and peak latencies,
and duration) and strength (integral and amplitude) of the connections.

2.5. Group analyses at the ROI level

Given that long range structural brain connectivity is largely repro-
ducible in healthy subjects (Guevara et al., 2012), similar
spatio-temporal patterns of the first component of the CCEP can be
assumed to be recorded for a given pair of stimulated and recorded re-
gions of interest (ROI) between individuals. It is therefore possible to
develop simple methods to infer ROI-specific maps for each CCEP feature
over all stimulations when stimulating a particular ROI, providing a
significant response is repetitively detected. For the results shown below,
we considered z¼ 5 as the significance threshold for the z-CCEP ampli-
tude and focused on the features of the first significant CCEP component.
Different thresholds, from z¼ 1 to z¼ 7, were also explored to assess the
influence of the z value on the group features.

The CCEP values from the electrode contacts were transferred to the
brain parcels at the group level. According to the threshold of significance,
each contact was declared as responsive or not using a binary variable (1
with a significant response during the first 200ms; 0 with no significant
response during the first 200ms) and, when responsive, the CCEP features
were stored. Then all the contacts in the database stimulated in a given ROI
were used to estimate the group response from all the contacts corre-
sponding to the same recording parcels: the CCEP features and binary re-
sponses for each contact were transferred at the parcel level by computing
the median for the features and averaging the binary response for all the
contacts belonging to the same parcel. The maps of connectivity proba-
bility for each stimulated ROI correspond to the averaged binary response.
For the sake of robustness, we created group values only for parcels with at
least 5 response values for a given stimulated ROI.

Putting together the data from all stimulations, we were able to
produce connectivity matrices from the stimulated ROIs towards the
recorded ROIs, as well as matrices of CCEP features, for every parcella-
tion scheme available. The matrices for the different parcellation
schemes were created with the same anatomical ordering: the first par-
cels corresponded to the left hemisphere and started from the occipital
lobe to the insula, through the temporal, parietal, cingulate, frontal and
orbito-frontal cortices. Within a lobe, we followed the principal gyri and
tried to best ensure spatial continuity between the lobes. The second part
of the matrices accounted for the right hemisphere, using the same order.
Some regions (subcortical structures like the amygdala and hippocam-
pus) were not present in some parcellations. The extensive list of parcels
is presented in Table S1 of Supplementary data. Furthermore, assuming
hemispheric symmetry, we computed the symmetrical CCEP matrix
representing the average of the connectivity measures between the two
hemispheres for the ipsi- and contra-lateral stimulation side. In case of no
value for a parcel pair for one hemisphere, we kept the value from the
other hemisphere in the symmetrical matrix. To compute symmetrical
matrices for the number of available values, we simply added the
numbers of each hemisphere.
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The significance of the observed connectivity probability was ob-
tained from surrogate distributions, which allow testing the null hy-
pothesis that such connectivity probability values could be obtained
without the stimulation. Surrogate data were generated with the
following procedure: time series taken during the period before each
stimulation run (baseline) were processed in exactly the same way as
when computing CCEPs, but with stimulation events randomly distrib-
uted during baseline. Connectivity matrices surrogates were then ob-
tained using the exact same number of random stimulation runs. Two
hundred surrogate connectivity probability matrices were generated,
allowing obtaining of the null distribution of connectivity probability for
each parcel pair. The p value of the measured connectivity probability
was then obtained for each parcel by comparing the measured value to
the surrogate distribution.

The group analyses can be performed on any variable of interest. For
example, we compared CCEP patterns in response to the stimulation of
the white or gray matter, i.e. considering only stimulation contacts
labeled in the white matter or only in the gray matter, respectively. We
also looked at the effect of the input charge level on the inferred con-
nectivity at the group level. To do so, charge levels were defined as the
product of stimulation intensity (mA) and pulse duration (ms) (Donos
et al., 2016b). According to the same study, the injected charge was
responsible for most of the variations observed in connectivity results,
independently of the stimulation mode. Four charge levels were pre-
dominant in our data, corresponding to ranges of 1, 2, 3 and 4 μC,
�0.250 μC. They will be referred to as the charge levels 1, 2, 3 and 4. We
compared level 1 to the levels 2, 3 and 4 to analyze the change in
probability when increasing the charge level and selected the same
parcels pairs for the 3 comparisons. In order to best compare each level
with the first one, the same patients were considered on each parcels pair
and only stimulations in the gray matter were used. In total, 50 patients
were used to compare level 1 with level 2, 54 for the comparison with
level 3 and 43 with level 4. No threshold was used for the number of
values needed to provide a probability value between each parcel pair.

2.6. Measurement of distance and conduction velocity between electrode
contacts

We computed a measure of distance between the stimulating contact
and the recording contacts that used the anatomical fibers which can be
reconstructed from diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). Because the F-TRACT
database does not contain any DTI information, those fibers were ob-
tained from the ARCHI database built from 81 healthy subjects at the
Neurospin center (Guevara et al., 2012). The fibers were described as sets
of points repositioned in the MNI coordinate system after normalization
of the anatomy of each subject. The distance between two contacts of
each F-TRACT subject was defined as the distance averaged between
subjects of the ARCHI database. This distance was defined as the length
averaged over all fibers that were close enough to both contacts. In this
study, only fibers that had a point at a distance below 1 cm from both
contacts were used. In addition, the distance between parcels of each
atlas was defined as the average distance between contacts belonging to
the parcels. Finally, the matrix of conduction velocity was computed as
the ratio between the distance and the onset latency matrix.

3. Results

3.1. Sampling matrices

The data taken from the 217 implantations processed here include
10 850 stimulation runs, i.e. on average 50 stimulation runs per implan-
tation session. Because electrodes were placed for clinical reasons, their
spatial distributions were heterogeneous, with a high density of contacts
within the temporal lobe, between the temporal and the occipital lobes,
and between the sensory-motor and temporal, parietal or frontal areas.
Implantations were also usually sampling only one hemisphere and, hence,
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much less contacts recorded inter-hemispheric responses, except for the
temporal cortex that was frequently explored bilaterally. The spatial dis-
tribution of the contacts recording significant responses, from which CCEP
features were computed, indicates high connectivity density within and
between the somatosensory andmotor areas as well as within the temporal
cortex (Fig. 2C). For the majority of intra-hemispheric recordings, data
were coming from several thousand implantations (Fig. 2B).

3.2. Connectivity probability

3.2.1. General description
The connectivity probability matrix, derived with threshold z¼ 5,
Fig. 2. Spatial log-distribution of the number of recording contacts (A), of contacts s
parcels pair (C) for the MarsAtlas parcellation. The parcels were clustered by lobe and
for allowing distinguishing the large sampling differences between parcels.
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was filled (as defined by at least 5 responses per parcel pair) for 96% of
intrahemispheric connections and for 56% of inter-hemispheric con-
nections (symmetrical matrix: Fig. 3B). One can observe high connec-
tivity probability values and p values< 0.005 (Fig. 3C) within the rostro-
frontal and orbito-frontal parcels. The value distribution was sparser
between the other regions, although one can observe clusters composed
of temporal and occipital parcels. In general, very few of inter-
hemispheric values were significant, except for homologous parcels.
The connectivity pattern between the two hemispheres was overall
similar (Fig. 3A). We identified significant connections (p< 0.005) be-
tween 25% of the pairs for which a probability connectivity value was
inferred, or 19% of all parcel pairs. The ith column of the connectivity
howing a significant CCEP (B) and of the number of implantations used for each
the values merged between the two hemispheres. A logarithmic scale was used



Fig. 3. (A) Connectivity probability matrix for the MarsAtlas parcellation. The
black color corresponds to parcels pair with no data., (B) the symmetrical
connectivity probability with merged values across hemispheres and (C) the
symmetrical p-value matrix (minimum of 0.005).
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matrix corresponds to the spatial pattern of response to the stimulation of
the ith ROI of the parcellation scheme. For example, the map of the insula
(Fig. 4A) shows the highest probability values within the stimulation
parcel and then around the stimulation site toward the superior temporal,
inferior parietal and frontal, the cingulate cortices and the homotopic
parcels. Those were also the significant connections (Fig. 4B). The dataset
containing the connectivity maps of the other areas of the MarsAtlas,
Brodmann, AAL and MaxProbMap parcellation schemes is available for
download (David et al., 2017).

3.2.2. Effect of response detection threshold
In order to test the impact of the threshold on the z-score of CCEP

amplitude on the group results, we computed the connectivity proba-
bility matrices for different thresholds on z, from 1 to 7 with a step of 1.
We found a high correlation coefficient between the matrices computed
for a threshold of at least 3 (Fig. 5A and C). The threshold of significance
at p< 0.005 determined from surrogates was negatively correlated to the
z threshold used to compute the connectivity matrix (Fig. 5B and D). We
found that a threshold at 5 provides the best trade-off between a centered
distribution range, with a mean of 0.46� 0.16, and the most
419
homogeneous repartition between its minimum and maximum for the
connectivity probability values. We will keep this threshold for the rest of
our analysis. Plotting the distribution of significant and non-significant
connections made it clear that most of non-significant connections
were longer than 50mm (Fig. 5E).

3.2.3. Effect of distance and charge levels
The matrix of distance was computed by taking the averaged fibers

distance between all pairs of contacts belonging to each pair of parcels
(Fig. 6A). We found that the connectivity probability decreased with the
distance, as demonstrated by the strong negative value (�0.62) of
Spearman's correlation coefficient between the distance matrix (Fig. 6A)
and the connectivity probability matrix (Fig. 3A). On average, a decrease
was also observed in the connectivity probability values from 0.8 to less
than 0.2 when the distance range increases (Fig. 6B, black line).

We analyzed connectivity matrices computed for different charge
levels and compared the charge levels 2, 3 and 4 to the level 1. Different
patients were available for the three comparisons but the same couples of
parcels were selected for each one: we found 391 joint parcel pairs,
distributed in the somatosensory, motor, cingulate, prefrontal and insular
cortices. The difference between the mean probability obtained for the
level 1 and on corresponding data in the same patients for levels 2, 3 and
4 as a function of distance (averages computed over 5mm ranges) is
shown on Fig. 6B as the surface between the two mean probability
curves. The mean probability decreased in a similar way as for all the
data together (black line). On average, the mean probability difference
with the charge level 1 was larger for the highest charge levels: for charge
level 2, the difference is 0.24 at distance¼ 15mm and 0.07 at dis-
tance¼ 40mm; for charge level 3, 0.36 and 0.21 for the same distances
and for charge level 4, 0.33 and 0.21 for the same distances. In Fig. 5, we
showed that connections with a probability below 0.2 are not likely to be
significant. For the charge level 1, we now see that for a distance higher
than 20mm (averaged for the comparison with the 3 other levels) con-
nections probabilities did not exceed 0.2 on average. In comparison, the
mean probability remained higher than 0.2 for a distance of almost
30mm (charge level 2), around 50mm for charge levels 3 and 60mm for
level 4. It suggests that responses between 30mm and 60mm could be
significant for high but not for low charge levels and responses recorded
less than 20mm away from stimulation were more likely to be significant
for any charge injected.

3.2.4. White vs. gray matter stimulation
We computed the connectivity probability matrices comparing the

stimulations performed in the white and gray matter (Fig. 7). On average,
the connectivity probability was higher for the white matter (0.29) than
for the gray matter (0.18) stimulations. This effect was stronger for short
fibers as the difference of connectivity probability between parcels
stimulated in white and gray matter was on average 0.16 for distances
less than 30mm and 0.05 for distances above 60mm.

3.2.5. Parcellation schemes
All the group analyses were performed for 4 different parcellation

schemes (MarsAtlas, Brodmann, AAL, MaxProbMap) to prepare the
future utilization of the F-TRACT atlas by the neuroimaging community.
Here we show the connectivity probability maps of the 4 different
schemes, which looked similar because the spatial scales are on the same
order (Fig. 8). The correspondence between atlases is available as sup-
plementary data (Table S1). Other parcellation schemes will be added in
the near future, in particular to reach finer spatial resolutions as provided
by the Lausanne atlas (Hagmann et al., 2008).

3.3. CCEP features

3.3.1. General description
We provide here CCEP features values for around 75% (73% for the

left and 78% for the right hemisphere) of intra-hemispheric and 44% of



Fig. 4. Maps of connectivity probability (A) and the associated p-value (B) for the stimulation of the insula (black arrow).
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the overall connections, and 67% of the possible connections (for which
the probability value exceeded 0) for the MarsAtlas parcellation.

The closest parcels (near the matrix diagonal) had the smallest onset
latency value (Fig. 9A). Most values were below 150ms, with a peak in
the distribution around 15–20ms (Fig. 9B). We observed the same
pattern but delayed (mean: 8ms) for the peak latency (Fig. 9C). The peak
in the distribution of peak latency at around 20ms was more predomi-
nant than for the onset latency (Fig. 9D). The velocity values, derived
from the distance and the peak latency, ranged mainly between 0.2 and
6.0m/s, with a peak around 1m/s (Fig. 9F). The highest values were
found for inter-hemispheric connections (Fig. 9E). The duration values
ranged mainly between 5 and 25ms, with a peak around 15ms (Fig. 9G
and H). The first component integral was strongest between occipital and
temporal parcels, as well as within rostro- and orbito-frontal ones
(Fig. 9I) with values usually between 10 and 200 z2 (Fig. 9J). Finally, the
amplitude matrix revealed similar connectivity patterns as the proba-
bility matrix (Figs. 9K and 3A, Spearman's correlation coefficient¼ 0.62,
p< 0.001) with most values remaining below 10 z (Figure 9L).

3.3.2. Effect of distance
We studied the effect of distance on all the features, except the ve-

locity since it was computed from the distance matrix itself. In general,
the signals propagated first and with a higher strength around the
stimulation site, the homologous areas and then to more distant regions
(Fig. 10C). The distance correlated with both latencies: Spearman's cor-
relation coefficient rho between the distance (Fig. 4A) and the onset and
peak latency matrices was 0.44 and 0.42 (p< 0.001), respectively. We
observed an increased mean value of latency when increasing the dis-
tance range from 20ms for the closest parcels pairs to around 70ms for
those more far apart (Fig. 10A). The duration of the first CCEP compo-
nent was independent from distance (rho¼ 10�5, p¼ 0.99). But, simi-
larly to the correlation with connectivity probability (Fig. 5), strength
features negatively correlated with the distance: rho¼�0.50 with the
amplitude and �0.15 with the integral (p-values< 0.001 for both). On
average, the response amplitude decreased from 9.5 to 7 z from 1–2 to
9–10 cm and the integral ranges from 85 to 70 z2 (Fig. 10B).

3.3.3. Feature maps
Using the insula as an example, we show in Fig. 11 the features maps

that are computed for the stimulation of each ROI, obtained when both
hemispheres are merged together. The same maps for the other ROIs are
available as a public dataset in (David et al., 2017). The latency maps
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(onset and peak latencies: Fig. 11A and B) showed first the CCEP prop-
agation first all around the stimulated parcel (insula), reaching the ipsi-
lateral superior temporal, inferior parietal and frontal parcels. Then, the
response propagates towards the contralateral middle temporal and
medial frontal areas, the ipsilateral cingulate cortex, and the more distant
frontal, orbito-frontal and superior parietal parcels. Finally, CCEP com-
ponents are observed in several distant contralateral parcels but not
significantly (Fig. 4B). Onset and peak latencies are similar but with an
offset of around 10ms. Latencies and velocity values are smaller for close
ipsilateral parcels and homologous areas (Fig. 11C). In very close parcels,
homologous areas and also more distant regions like the ipsilateral
orbito-frontal cortex, the response remained longer above the signifi-
cance threshold (Fig. 11D). In addition, the strength (amplitude and in-
tegral: Fig. 11E and F) of close ipsilateral and homotopic parcels is higher
than for other regions.

4. Discussion

In this study, we characterized maps of connectivity probability and
of CCEP features representing biophysical properties of the tracts, and
provided an unprecedented knowledge on the dynamical properties of
large fiber tracts in human. We presented the methods used for the first
release of the F-TRACT functional tractography atlas (f-tract.eu) that
brings new dynamical information on the cortical effective connectivity.
We developed maps of connectivity probability and of CCEP features
representing biophysical properties of the tracts. We also tackled several
caveats in the CCEP study methodology previously highlighted in (Keller
et al., 2014b) by including early responses in the CCEP analysis and
studied in a large population of subjects. We provided connectivity maps
of the whole cortex and symmetrical maps merged between the two
hemispheres and for different parcellations, so they could easily be
compared and used in the scientific community. Finally, the large
amount of data, although heterogeneous from a methodological point of
view, allowed us to study the influence of different parameters of interest
on connectivity such as stimulation charge and site.

4.1. Methodological comments

Our current processing pipeline includes novel methodologies that
allow the processing of data acquired in multiple medical centers. Elec-
trical stimulations performed with variable parameters induced different
shapes of artifacts, that can be reduced by alternating the pulse polarity



Fig. 5. (A) Connectivity probability matrices for different z thresholds, showing only significant connections (p< 0.005). (B) Distributions of the connectivity
probability (all and only significant connections). (C) Correlation coefficients between probability matrices pairs computed for different z thresholds. (D) Number of
significant connections for the different thresholds. (E) Number of connections as a function of the distance.
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Fig. 6. (A) Fibers distance matrix between all recorded parcels pairs. (B) Mean connectivity probability as a function of distance (black line) and charge levels: colored
surfaces correspond to the difference of the mean probability between higher charge levels (2: blue, 3: red, 4: green) and charge level 1, on the same patients and for
the same parcels.

Fig. 7. Connectivity probability matrices for stimulations performed in the white (A) and the gray (B) matter. The effect of distance is reflected by higher values in the
white matter for parcels pairs close to the diagonal.
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Fig. 8. Connectivity probability matrices for different parcellations ordered in a similar way.
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when stimulating (Matsumoto et al., 2004). Alternatively, the first
5–20ms after stimulation can be ignored during the CCEP analysis (Entz
et al., 2014; Iwasaki et al., 2010; Kubota et al., 2013; Matsumoto et al.,
2004). In our multicenter study, because we could not control the
acquisition protocols, we developed a model-based correction method
(Trebaul et al., 2016) that considers potential pulse differences across the
different centers. By this mean, we included in our analysis early re-
sponses, likely to occur within the first milliseconds after stimulation. An
automated detectionmethod of bad channels (Tuyisenge et al., 2018) has
also been developed to preprocess the data more efficiently.

For CCEP quantification, two kinds of approaches are currently used
to identify the response components. They can be defined from visual
analysis and described as two peaks (N1 and N2) distinguishable from
baseline (Matsumoto et al., 2004). More recently, statistical tests
(Almashaikhi et al., 2014; David et al., 2013) have been proposed to
extract the significant responses. The baseline normalization and the use
of a threshold on the z-score were chosen here because it allows intra-
and inter-patient comparisons. Similar studies using z-score to assess the
response significance used a threshold ranging between 2 and 6 standard
deviations (Entz et al., 2014; Keller et al., 2011; Rosenberg et al., 2009).
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It was proposed that the value of z¼ 6 would guarantee the best sensi-
bility/specificity ratio (Entz et al., 2014). Although the connectivity
probability pattern remained similar for z> 3, we found that z¼ 5
guaranteed themost centered distribution (with amean close to 0.5 and a
range of values between 0.2 and 1). With that threshold, 25% of the
connections with a connectivity probability above 0 were found signifi-
cant after surrogates testing.

At the group level, we chose to pool together all the data and not to
process them separately for the different patients. Although using z-
scores allows the reduction of the inter-subject variability, there is still a
'patient effect' in the data that is not modeled explicitly. Modeling the
inter-subject variability was extremely difficult in this study because our
database is constituted of a large number of spatially incomplete and
different datasets, as the brain of each patient was only very partially
explored due to the limited spatial sampling and with stimulation pro-
tocols that differed between centers and patients. Therefore, we opted for
a simple approach for our group analyses, considering the mean for
connectivity probability and the group median value for all CCEP fea-
tures to limit the potential influence of outliers. As the F-TRACT database
evolves, we expect that the median values of the CCEP feature
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distribution will converge to robust estimates. For this report, taking the
mean or the median of all values between parcels pair without modeling
the inter-subject diversity allowed us to maximize the cortex coverage
with 217 implantations. We realize, however, that our results were likely
biased by patients who underwent a large number of stimulations runs,
e.g. 100 stimulations runs vs. 10 in other patients.

We developed a probabilistic approach for group analyses because
there are many individual variabilities to be expected due to factors of
different sorts: instrumental (e.g. stimulation parameters, electrode ge-
ometry, implantation schemes), physiological (e.g. age, gender, white
and grey matter differences, functional specialization) and pathological
(e.g. synaptic reorganization following lesion and/or epileptogenesis,
medication). These factors cannot be controlled in an open and retro-
spective study as ours, but one can make inferences on them. The sci-
entific objective of this report was to illustrate how instrumental factors
influence connectivity estimates from CCEP data: we showed the effect of
injected charge, of the gray vs. white matter stimulation, and of the
distance between electrodes. More work is needed regarding the physi-
ological and pathological factors.

In the future, the methodology will thus be improved by taking into
account the epileptogenic areas and the patients' age, which are poten-
tially two important confounds that must be addressed in dedicated
studies. Currently, the CCEP literature is scarce on the effects of epilep-
togenic regions on CCEP spatio-temporal patterns. Overall it indicates
that although epileptogenic cortices show larger CCEP amplitudes
(Enatsu et al., 2012b; Iwasaki et al., 2010), with potentially larger
bi-directionality of connectivity (Boido et al., 2014), the network topol-
ogy may be preserved between normal and epileptic cortices (Keller
et al., 2014a; Lacruz et al., 2007). Because these results were obtained
with very small cohorts (less than 15 patients, except for (Lacruz et al.,
2007) where 51 patients were used), this important question will need to
be revisited. In the ramp-up phase of the generation of the F-TRACT atlas
where it is important to maximize the number of estimated connections
to start getting a picture for the whole brain, we chose to include all
electrode contacts devoid of any artefact, whether or not they were
susceptible to sample an epileptic network. To improve the physiological
value of the forthcoming releases of the F-TRACT atlas by modeling
explicitly the impact of epilepsy in connectivity estimates, which are
potentially not limited to epileptogenic regions (Besson et al., 2017), we
are now working on a new approach that aims at distinguishing physi-
ological CCEP patterns from pathological ones. In addition, with a much
higher number of patients processed in our database than for this report,
we should be able to generate the F-TRACT atlas for different age ranges
in order to avoid the age confound and to evaluate CCEP data can bring
relevant information of brain maturation. It is again ongoing work.

In contrast to the approach we initially proposed (David et al., 2013),
we chose here to cluster our data into parcels defined anatomically by 4
different atlases, and not to confine ourselves to the 3D MNI positions
that can be ambiguous for inter-patient matching. The MarsAtlas par-
cellation (Auzias et al., 2016) was used as the main reference. This atlas
transforms the cortical volume into a surface before defining the parcels
in the patient space according to the detection of sulci. We believe that
compared to a voxel-to-voxel approach to define the ROIs, the MarsAtlas
approach can better cope with the inter-individual variability. Other
parcellations allow the computation of connectivity results on other areas
like the amygdala, and describe the different lobes with a variable
number of parcels, notably: Brodmann and MaxProbMap schemes divide
the cingular cortex into more parcels, whereas the AAL scheme more
precisely describes the occipital cortex.

4.2. Characterizing the CCEP

The first CCEP peak likely represents direct connections (Matsumoto
et al., 2004), and is commonly used to infer connectivity: its presence,
latency or amplitude give complementary information about the
connection significance, timing and strength. Its amplitude was shown to
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vary depending on the localization, greater around the stimulation sites
(Enatsu et al., 2012a; Iwasaki et al., 2010), and significantly decreases
with the fibers distance (Entz et al., 2014). Our results confirmed these
findings. The amplitude also generally increases with the injected charge
per pulse (Donos et al., 2016b), which is in correspondence with our
results on connectivity probability at the parcel level. The same study
also mentioned the variability of the latency depending on the stimula-
tion parameters, but this has not been quantified yet in our framework.
Although a lot of studies chose to rely only on the response strength (its
integral over a fixed time window), and mainly on the amplitude
parameter (Boido et al., 2014; Enatsu et al., 2013a, 2015; Kubota et al.,
2013), we considered that the timing information adds a dimension to
the representation of brain interactions that cannot be estimated using
common functional connectivity measures. We thus chose to explore
simultaneously both dynamical and strength related CCEP
characteristics.

The peak around 20ms in the peak latencies distribution (the median
of all values recorded between each parcel pair) showed the importance
of including early responses in the analysis. Depending on the localiza-
tion and relative distance between stimulation and recording contacts,
the latency range varied a lot: an average of 4.6 ms between the fornix
and the hippocampus (Lacuey et al., 2015), from 48.2 to 122.0ms be-
tween the basal bilateral temporal regions (Umeoka et al., 2009), a large
range of 9–199ms between different cortex areas (Enatsu et al., 2012a).
Our results showed indeed an effect of distance on the latency values at
the cortex level that can be attributed, at least partially, to the conduction
time through the fibers. This corroborates the idea that, although our
latency measures include synaptic integration in the stimulated and
recording areas, the velocity we infer by using the fibers distance can
reflect an actual conduction velocity. The conduction velocity values we
found (peak distribution around 1m/s) were comparable with those
reported in before, between 0.88 and 3.64m/s in human (Wilson et al.,
1990) and in animals (Swadlow, 1989).

4.3. Effect of distance

The decrease of connectivity probability with the distance should not
be attributed only to a loss of charge. Indeed, several studies have
highlighted the high density of local anatomical connections as a way for
the brain to minimize wire length (Ercsey-Ravasz et al., 2013; Markov
et al., 2013). The small world configuration facilitates local interactions
and allows remote connections through hub regions (Sporns et al., 2005).
In our data, the analysis of significant connections mainly removed
long-range connections, meaning that these, if existent, are not repro-
ducible enough across patients to be distinguished from noise. However,
we could still observe significant connections up to 11 cm away from the
stimulation parcel, which can partly be attributed to inter-hemispheric
homotopic connections.

4.4. Effect of charge

We showed that different charge levels, defined as the product of
pulse intensity and its duration, induced different response patterns.
Higher charge levels activated more connections, usually more distant
from the stimulation site. Networks activated for a low charge level were
also usually included in the networks activated for a high charge level. As
a result, the connectivity probability values generally increased with
charge levels. We also quantified the distance scale of connections easily
activated (below 2.0 cm), as opposed to connections less likely to be
activated (more than 4.0 cm). Including values corresponding to different
charge levels in the same atlas adds to the overall statistical power. It also
tends to lower probability values for parcels pairs for which we have
more data acquired by injecting less charge. Especially for those con-
nections with a fiber distance between stimulation and recording parcels
around 3.0–5.0 cm and that could be reachable with higher pulse in-
tensities. We suggest that electrical stimulations applied with SEEG
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Fig. 9. Matrices of the features and their distribution between parcels for the MarsAtlas parcellation: (A) onset latency matrix, (B) onset latency distribution, (C) peak
latency matrix, (D) peak latency distribution, (E) velocity matrix, (F) velocity distribution, (G) duration matrix, (H) duration distribution, (I) integral matrix, (J)
integral distribution, (K) amplitude matrix, (L) amplitude distribution. For the velocity, the duration, the integral and the amplitude, a log scale was used and outliers
(with values above the maximum displayed) have been removed to best display the overall data: they account respectively for 0.9%, 0.3%, 0.3% and 0.1% of
the values.
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methodology and aiming at inferring connectivity should be performed
with a product of pulse intensity and duration exceeding 1 μC because
they are more likely to activate cell bodies at the stimulation site (Ranck,
1975). In our experience, they are more likely to lead to larger brain
networks activations and to reveal more functional connectivity
information.
4.5. CCEP generation and stimulation in the white or gray matter

Although CCEP studies generally consider only gray matter stimula-
tions, stimulations in the white matter have also been performed,
showing that the sum of subcortico-cortical evoked potentials (SCEP)
latencies between two cortical areas is close to the CCEP latency between
the same regions (Yamao et al., 2014). Axono-cortical evoked potentials
with similar responses recorded in the gray matter and small latencies
(between 11.0 and 14.8ms) have also been described (Mandonnet et al.,
2016).

A commonly accepted hypothesis about CCEP generation mecha-
nisms states that the electrical stimulation activates mostly pyramidal
cells, directly or indirectly through inter-neurons (Matsumoto et al.,
2004). The signal then propagates mainly orthodromically, but without
excluding antidromic propagation, through white matter fibers (Yamao
et al., 2014) toward the projection site where the pyramidal cells are also
activated (Keller et al., 2011). White matter stimulation could activate
the fibers directly, which makes the orthodromic propagation more un-
likely and enhances the probability of antidromic activation. Our results
showed an increase of connectivity probability for white matter stimu-
lation on average on the whole matrix but especially between the closest
neighboring areas, whereas we observed no difference between the la-
tencies recorded for white and grey matter stimulation. We can hy-
pothesize that white matter stimulation enhances signal propagation in
two different directions, resulting in an increase of observed connectivity
probability. The locality of this effect suggests a dissipation of the signal
propagating along antidromic pathways. This is an observation made at
the cortex level that should be complemented by supplementary infor-
mation about the connectivity at a more precise scale to be able to
confirm this hypothesis.
Fig. 10. Mean features values as a function of distance. (A) Dynamical features: onse
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5. Conclusion

We presented a new functional tractography atlas describing cortico-
cortical connectivity of the human brain. Furthermore, we characterized
dynamical properties of information flow between distant brain areas.
Relevant functional complete maps for the scientific community are now
available for download on f-tract. eu and will be regularly updated.
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Fig. 11. Features computed for the stimulation of the insula (black arrow): the results were merged between the two hemispheres to represent ipsi- and controlateral
connectivity. A log-scale was used to best display the values distribution of the velocity and the integral.
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